
Moving the Industry Forward
We envision a world that ships on recycled plastics



Post Consumer Plastics -

Framing the problem…

 Plastic use has 

increased 20x in the 

last 50 years.

 It will Double again in 

the next 20.

 Estimated only 30% of 

post-consumer 

plastics are recovered 

in the US now.

 “Spot Market” = 

 Low value 

because of cheap 

virgin resin

 Unpredictable 

Market and 

Movement

 Low value:

 Thwarts Investment; and

 Results in too much 

export!



•Background:

QRS Companies:
o Is a family of companies consisting of QRS, Inc, 

QRS Direct, Re-Poly and QRS of Maryland. 
o Has Plastic Recovery Facilities (PRFs) in St. Louis 

and Baltimore. With a future facilities in the 
southern and western US.



•Mission:

Provide a domestic processing solution for the 
Recycling Industry that transforms mixed post-
consumer plastic into high volumes of reliable, 
quality bales, flake and resin, and products in all 
market conditions.



Catastrophic Success 



“3-7” ContainersMixed Bulky Rigids

Processed in St. Louis Processed in Baltimore

Flexible Packaging

Under development in MO



Re-Poly “Moon Shot”

100% yield of all post-consumer 

rigid plastics that enter our plant



“Green Logistics”Evertrak 
“Beyond Wood”

100% Curbside PCr 100% Curbside PCr



From Boom!
2014…



To Bust…
2016…



Failing Infrastructure…

2016…



Planet in Crises
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Planet in Crises

1/3 of the plastic we produce 

finds its way into our oceans.

 If nothing changes by 2025 there 

will be 1/3 as much plastic in the 

ocean as fish

By 2050, their will be more plastic 

in the ocean than fish.



Understanding why…

 Post-consumer plastic resin lacks VALUE!

Spot market

“Greenwashing”



Role of Private Industry:

 Investment

 Innovation

 Talent!



Role of Government:

 Mandatory Content of Curbside Post-

Consumer Resin.

 Extended Producer Responsibility



Increase value of PCr

Stimulates Demand

Stimulates Recovery

Stimulates Innovation!



Our Responsibility

 Stop exporting mixed post-consumer 

plastics.

Only compounds global crisis

Thwarts domestic innovation.


